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When I started as an advisor it didn’t take me long to realize that to build my business, and 

not have to suffer through making cold calls, I needed to become comfortable speaking in 

front of groups. Because I was an economics major in college and an accounting major in 

business school, I certainly did not have much experience making presentations.  

My first year in business I took a public speaking course and saw that with the right 

training and practice, I could grow my business and actually enjoy the process. It was just 

logical to go from prospecting one-on-one to one-to-many, which giving speeches allowed 

me to do. Since the early days of speaking at events when only a few people showed up, I’ve 

managed to not only grow my reach but also my abilities as a public speaker. After learning 

from the pros and with lots of practice, I’ve gone from church basements to last year 

reaching one of my big goals: speaking on a TEDx stage.   

Here’s what I’ve learned along the way that is especially important for financial advisors:  

1. It’s about the audience, stupid.  Do you spend lots of time and energy worrying 

about an upcoming presentation? Are you concerned you’ll forget what you were 

going to say or that you won’t look professional? Not sure how you’ll close sales at 

the end? If you are nodding your head in agreement, then your attention is in the 

wrong place. The best way to give a talk that rocks is to focus on your audience. How 

will you best serve them? What message do you most want the audience to walk 

away knowing? Great speakers are crystal clear on their core message. If your 

audience only remembers one thing after your talk, what would you like that to be? 

If you find yourself nervous before or during your presentation, shift your attention 

back onto the audience and how you most want to serve. This will immediately 

reduce your anxiety and build a strong connection.  

 



2. Serve, don’t sell. Information sells. Don’t hold back on what you share with your 

audience – instead give them your best stuff. They’ll think, “Wow, if I’m getting this 

much information at a free talk, imagine what I can get if I work with this person!” If 

you’re worried that you’re giving away your most valuable information, it’s an 

indication that you need more valuable information! And if you are even thinking 

about selling products during your talk, don’t. You’re setting yourself up to bomb – 

its old school and might even backfire on you.  

 

3. To move your audience to action, create a picture of what’s possible. It used to 

be that advisors would try to “scare and snare” people at workshops. The idea was, 

“If I scare them enough they’ll think they really need me.”  Sharing confusing 

concepts and frightening statistics will only make them feel anxious. And, who 

wants to work with someone who makes them feel bad? This is especially true for 

your female clients and prospects. So please stop telling them about the challenges 

women have in retirement.  

 

4. Nerves are helpful – terror debilitates. If you feel panic before you present, here 

are some ideas to quell your nerves. First of all … breathe! Not those shallow breaths 

where your shoulders rise when you inhale. I’m talking deep, belly breaths. 

Remember to take in one full, deep breath before you start your talk – this will help 

you and your audience members relax. Mental rehearsal is a powerful tool for 

speakers. Visualizing exactly how you want your talk to go, how you want the 

audience to react, and the results you desire, is a great way to prep. Oh, and 

remember #1. 

 

5. Practice your entire talk out loud. You must practice your talk and practice out 

loud. Your content will always have a different sound in your head than it does 

saying it out loud. No matter how long your presentation is, stand up and practice 

speaking it. Don’t skip this exercise! 

 



6. Don’t go past your allotted time.  It’s disrespectful to keep talking past the time 

that is allotted to your program. If you are a guest speaker you won’t be invited back 

and you run the risk of your audience walking out before you are finished. If you’re 

speaking at a conference or networking event it’s quite possible that someone else 

will take part of your allotted time. That doesn’t give you permission to do the same 

(unless the meeting coordinator gives the okay). Be prepared to cut your remarks to 

stay on schedule. 

 

7. Winging it is for amateurs. Really great speakers may look like they are winging it 

but more than likely they have just perfected their craft. Even if you are introducing 

another speaker or saying just a few remarks, be clear on what you will say and 

practice.  

 

8. Improve your craft. Most people are not born with the talent to be a great public 

speaker. It comes with presenting many times, practicing, and learning how to do it 

well. Actors take lessons. Athletes get coached. Why would becoming an excellent 

presenter be any different? Take classes, get feedback on your presentations, record 

your talks, and watch them (I know this is really painful but super helpful). As you 

watch other speakers, listen not just for their content, but for how they deliver their 

message. 

 

9. Stories are what they’ll remember. The best way to connect with your audience is 

through your stories. As financial advisors, it’s easy to think people are coming to 

hear you speak for the hard data and strategy. Focusing your presentation on facts, 

figures, charts, and graphs will only work if your intention is to help them fall asleep 

and feel totally disconnected from you. Tell your story – why do you do what you 

do? Tell client transformation stories. Remember to tell your stories in the present 

tense – as if they are happening now.  For example: “Come back with me to 

September of 2015. I’m sitting in my office and the phone rings…” 



10. Listen to your audience. As Nick Morgan talks about in his fabulous book, Give 

Your Speech, Change the World: How to Move Your Audience to Action, it’s crucial that 

you listen to your audience. I know it sounds weird because you’re the person on 

stage speaking. But if you are listening to them as you speak, you’ll be connecting. 

You’ll be checking in to see if they are tracking with you. You’ll find out if they are 

engaged or bored to tears. Remember #1. 

11. Get there early. Don’t wait until ten minutes before you’re ready to present to 

check your mic and make sure the projector is working. For a local, smaller event 

make sure you’re there at least an hour early. Test your slides. Make sure the room 

is set up as you want it to be. Greet your guests as they arrive.  

12. Always have a back-up of your talk. If you are using slides for your talk, make sure 

you have a back-up of your presentation on a flash drive and have printed out your 

slides. Sometimes there are AV issues – don’t let this derail your talk. You need to be 

good to go with or without your slides.  

 

13. Give ‘em a gift.  If you give away something the audience will want to keep, they’ll 

know how to reach you when they need you. (Make sure your contact information is 

on it.) Maybe it’s a laminated card with useful tips. Perhaps a worksheet they can 

use for their goals. A trinket you’ve tied into your talk. One advisor I know, Tiana 

Ronstadt of Power Women Investing, gives a pink rubber band as a reminder for her 

audience to take at least one action as a result of her talk. She suggests they wear it 

until the action is taken.  Of course, the rubber band it has her website information.  

 

 



 
 

 

14. Never end your talk by taking questions. You want to control the last message 

your audience hears from you. If you end your time taking questions, you are letting 

someone else take control of the last word. You might get a lame or fear-based 

question at the end – and this will be the feeling people will have as they leave. If 

you are taking questions near the end of your talk, say something like: “Before we go 

on, I’m going to pause to take some questions.” 

 

15. Never steal anyone’s stories, content, or material. If you just love what you 

heard another speaker sharing during his or her talk, and you want to share it, ask 

permission and give them credit. It is not cool to rip-off their stuff.  

 

16. Thank your sponsor. If you are a guest speaker, make sure to send a follow-up 

thank you note (and if appropriate, a gift) to the sponsor of the event. If you can 

work acknowledgement into your talk, you’ll make the sponsor look good and it will 

help to build your relationship.  

 

17. Engage your audience. It’s hard for people to sit and listen, no matter how 

fascinating you are. Attention spans have become shorter and shorter. Be sure to 



build into your presentation ways to keep your audience engaged. Ask questions 

and wait for answers. Have them share something with a partner. Bring a volunteer 

on stage. I’ve seen speakers throw candy into the audience when people ask 

questions. The days of standing up in front of a group, speaking for 60 minutes, and 

expecting them to give you their undivided attention are long gone.  

 

18. Use very few words on your PowerPoint slides. If your audience is reading your 

slides, they aren’t listening to you. Some experts say not to have more than 4 bullet 

points with no more than 5 words in each; others say not more than 33-40 words on 

a slide. If you need lots of words up there so you know what to say, you need to 

practice more. 

  

19. Have a strong call to action. What is it you want your audience to do as a result of 

your talk? Sign up for a free consultation? Take some type of action? Make sure you 

are very clear on this for yourself and openly articulate this to your audience. You 

want to share this not only at the end of your talk but seed this call to action 

throughout your remarks.  

 

20. Giving great talks changes lives. The most important reason to give a talk is to 

change the lives of the people in your audience. You might not know exactly how 

you will be changing their lives – but if you are doing your job, you will be.  

If it makes you a bit nauseous to think about getting up in front of a group of people and 

sharing your expertise, remember: coaching and practice are like Dramamine – you’ll 

feel much better with it. If you’re already rocking the stage, even the best speakers 

practice, get feedback and hone their skills. 

There is no better way I know to build a financial advisory business and make a huge 

difference in the world than through giving talks. Let your voice be heard. 
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